
Your Business is a Movie
A Story Telling Company



WHO WE ARE
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Visual media adds exponential value to your marketing. Studies 
prove that viewers have shown over double the average click rate 
and engagement with your posts, when visual media is added 
to the mix.

Leduc Entertainment specializes in creating visual content for your 
marketing. Informing viewers of the services you provide and the 
extensive knowledge that you have in your field establishes a bond of 
trust that they can count on you to take care of their needs. Visual 
media also provides the customer with a more in-depth look at your 
brand, your vision, and your mission. Answer those commonly asked 
questions, so that your audience has a better understanding of what 
it is that you do and the services you offer.

Your return on investment in visual media marketing will be more 
than satisfying. The more clicks, the more money in your pocket.

LEDUC ENTERTAINMENT

WE ARE THE EXPERTS AT 
TURNING YOUR SOCIAL MEDIA 
ADVERTISING INTO PROFIT



LEAD ROLE PACKAGE
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Includes
FULL DAY OF SHOOTING FOR A FULL 
MONTH WORTH OF CONTENT

WRITTEN CONTENT

  � Coming up with all content  
        creation concepts, All written scripts

18 PHOTOS FOR SOCIAL MEDIA
AND WEBSITE

  � Personal Brand Shoot

11 VIDEOS

  � 5 customer journey videos.
        (Frequently asked questions)

  � Referral and review request

  � Upcoming holiday video

  � 1 testimonial from a customer

  � 3 Tik Tok and Instagram reels 
        (Answering questions about what
        you do)

SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGEMENT

  � Social media calendar

  � Distribution of content on 4  social
         media platforms with proper
         hashtags daily

  � Setting up clubhouse room weekly

  � One hour of engagement a day

  � Uploading and optimizing  
        YouTube channel

  � Coordinate with your web designer
         to add content to website

  � $100 per extra social media 
         platforms

EMAIL MARKETING

  � Automatic email marketing  
        drip campaign

  � 2 emails to your email list weekly

*If you commit to 3 months  you'll get $2,000 off.
New client referal - $250.00 credit 

  Without distribution - $6,500 a month.*

LEAD ROLE PACKAGE
$8,000 (NORMALLY $12,970)



COSTAR PACKAGE
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Includes
FULL DAY OF SHOOTING FOR A 
FULL MONTH WORTH OF CONTENT

WRITTEN CONTENT

  � Coming up with all content 
         creation concepts, All written     
         scripts

9 PHOTOS FOR SOCIAL MEDIA 
AND WEBSITE

  � Personal brand shoot

6 VIDEOS

  � 3 customer journey videos
        (Frequently asked questions)

  � Referral and review requests

  � Thanks for choosing us

  � 1 testimonial from a customer

*If you commit to 3 months you'll get $1,500 off.
  Without distribution - $4,500 a month.*

SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGEMENT

  � Social media calendar

  � Distribution of content on 4 social   
         media platforms, Proper hashtags 
         3 times a week

  � Setting up clubhouse room weekly

  � One hour of engagement three 
         times a week

  � Uploading and optimizing YouTube 
         channel

  � Coordinate with your web designer 
         to add content to website

  � $100 per extra social media    
         platforms

EMAIL MARKETING

  � Automatic email marketing
         drip campaign

  � 2 emails to your email list weekly

COSTAR PACKAGE
$6,000 (NORMALLY $7,735)



DAY PLAYER PACKAGE
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*New client referal - $250.00 credit 
Editing and Social Media content distribution not included in this package.*

Includes
FULL DAY OF SHOOTING

WRITTEN CONTENT

  � Coming up with all content creation concepts, All written scripts

18 PHOTOS FOR SOCIAL MEDIA AND WEBSITE

  � Personal brand shoot

12 VIDEOS

  � 5 customer journey videos. (Frequently asked questions)

  � Referral and review request

  � Upcoming holiday video

  � Thanks for choosing us

  � 1 testimonial from a customer

  � 3 Tik Tok and Instragram reels (Answering questions about what you do)

DAY PLAYER PACKAGE
$2,500 (NORMALLY $3,520)
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MOVIE STAR PACKAGE

MOVIE STAR PACKAGE
$50,000

7 MONTHS OF CONTENT IN 7 DAYS

� Flight to New Orleans for one person

� Stay at one of New Orleans incredible 
      Bed and Breakfast in the Historic 
      French Quarter

� Shoot days will occur at our Studio for 
      your studio content

� Actors will be provided to tell your story 
      with you

� Nighttime will include restaurant 
      dining at our favorite New Orleans 
      Restaurants

� Haunted History Tours

� New Orleans Museum of Art

� Bayou tour with Alligators
      (Everything will be documented for 
use 

      in your content creation)

WRITTEN CONTENT

� Coming up with all content Creation 
      Concepts, All Written Scripts

126 PHOTOS FOR SOCIAL MEDIA 
AND WEBSITE

� Personal Brand Shoot

77 VIDEOS

� Customer journey videos.     
      (Frequently asked Questions)

� Referral and review request

� Upcoming holiday video

� Thanks for choosing us

� Testimonial from customers

� Product review videos

� Best of videos

� Tik Tok and Instagram Reels   
      (Answering Questions about what 
      you do)

Includes



MOVIE STAR PACKAGE CONT.
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7 MONTHS OF SOCIAL MEDIA 
MANAGEMENT

� Social Media Calendar

� Distribution of Content on 4 social 
      media platforms with Proper 
      Hashtags daily

� Setting up Clubhouse room weekly

� One hour of engagement a day

� Uploading and optimizing youtube 
      channel

� Coordinate with your web designer to 
      add content to website.

� $100 per extra social media platforms

7 MONTHS OF EMAIL MARKETING

� Automatic Email Marketing drip 
      Campaign

� 2 emails to your email list weekly

MOVIE STAR PACKAGE
$50,000

*If you refer us to a new client that signs a contract 
with us you will get $250.00 credit*
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10 POINT MARKETING STRATEGY

YOUR BUSINESS IS A MOVIE

Development
1. Your logline- what is your business about . Who is the 
    protagonist? Vision mission core values. Who is your audience?     
    Get logo, get catchphrase.
2. Predetermine distribution- create social media calendar, setup     
    all social media pages, setup YouTube channel, coordinate            
    with web designer.

Pre-Production
3. Write scripts, coordinate actors, create shotlist for B roll,
    shotlist for photography, coordinate shoot date.
4. Create customer Journey email. Marketing sequence 8 emails.

Production
5. Shoot videos, Brand Photography Shoot for social
    media, B roll included.

Post-Production
6. Distribute content on all social media platforms
7. Trigger email Automation sequence
8. Engage with your potential and existing clients on social 
    media an hour a day with our instagrowth strategy.
9. Incorporate Facebook Ads and YouTube ads strategy.
10. Rinse and repeat.



ADD ONS
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Two Minute Video Edit                              

One Minute Video Edit                              

15-30 Second Video Edit                           

Social Media Management                        

� Social media calendar

� Distribution of content on Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn with proper hashtags

� Two emails a week to email list

� Setting up clubhouse room weekly

� One hour of engagement a day

Drone Footage                                              
� Beautiful aerial coverage of your business, event, or location.

Business Consultation                                

� $600 for 4 one hour sessions a month

� $200 an hour for one off sessions.

� Includes business strategy, Creating vision mission statement,  Putting together
     processes and procedures.

Script Writing

� $200 2 Page script (2 minute Video)

� $100 1 Page script (1 Minute Video)

� $50 Half Page script (30 Second Video)

Email Creation with Graphics

� Create an email automation so you that your follow ups go out automatically.
      Remember that emails are teaching opportunities not selling opportunities.

Captioning per Video                 $50

Stylist and Personal Branding                               $1,050

Get client information: 30min - no charge, this is background work.

  � Review social media for current looks/image/starting point.

  � Understand background, education, social status.

  � Learn who their client is/how they want to grow understanding  brand goals.

Meet with the client in their home: 2 hrs

  � Spend time talking about their needs - body insecurities and  specific    
        styling needs. Help keep clients on track with the image and branding   
        envisioned by Armando.

  � Get in their closet and find specific pieces to wear for the video shoot. Using  
        any and all items they may already have.

  � Create these “new outfits” for the shoot. As many as I can pull together 
        using just what is already in the closet. OPTIONS!

  � Photograph every “new outfit” created as a reminder of what to wear for the 
        video shoot.

  � Make a list of what is needed to enhance wardrobe and brand.

Work with client on hair, make-up, skincare, beard, etc: 1 hr

  � Review their makeup and see what they need.

  � Do a full makeup session showing them how to apply.

  � Review their hair styling tools and see what they need.

  � Do a full hair session showing them how to use products.

Shop for the client: 2 hrs

  � Shop for needed items to ensure perfect styling for the video shoot.

  � Shop for needed makeup/hair/nail products.  

A la Cart Pricing

Stylist and Personal Branding cont.

Return to the client with all items: 1 hrs

  � Try on all new items ensuring everything fits and works for the  video shoot.

  � Apply new makeup or hair products to show how to use them.

  � Take more photos of newly styled outfits.

  � Create and email their online LookBook as a reference guide for the 

         video shoot.

Return all items that client didn’t keep: 1 hr

TOTAL: 7 hours @$150/hour = $1,050

Day of the video shoot

Meet client at site. He/She brings all predetermined outfits from the prior visit as 

well as all hair/makeup from the prior visit. Hourly wage ($150/hr) for time onsite 

with clients during the shoot. 

Editing Revisions                                                 $1,050

  � Every video has up to 2 revisions. Any additional revision will have an extra 

         charge of $150 per revision.

                            

$550

$475

$225

$3,000

$800

$1,500

$150

$250



ADD ONS CONT.
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Captioning per Video                 $50

Stylist and Personal Branding                               $1,050

Get client information: 30min - no charge, this is background work.

  � Review social media for current looks/image/starting point.

  � Understand background, education, social status.

  � Learn who their client is/how they want to grow understanding  brand goals.

Meet with the client in their home: 2 hrs

  � Spend time talking about their needs - body insecurities and  specific    
        styling needs. Help keep clients on track with the image and branding   
        envisioned by Armando.

  � Get in their closet and find specific pieces to wear for the video shoot. Using  
        any and all items they may already have.

  � Create these “new outfits” for the shoot. As many as I can pull together 
        using just what is already in the closet. OPTIONS!

  � Photograph every “new outfit” created as a reminder of what to wear for the 
        video shoot.

  � Make a list of what is needed to enhance wardrobe and brand.

Work with client on hair, make-up, skincare, beard, etc: 1 hr

  � Review their makeup and see what they need.

  � Do a full makeup session showing them how to apply.

  � Review their hair styling tools and see what they need.

  � Do a full hair session showing them how to use products.

Shop for the client: 2 hrs

  � Shop for needed items to ensure perfect styling for the video shoot.

  � Shop for needed makeup/hair/nail products.  

Stylist and Personal Branding cont.

Return to the client with all items: 1 hrs

  � Try on all new items ensuring everything fits and works for the  video shoot.

  � Apply new makeup or hair products to show how to use them.

  � Take more photos of newly styled outfits.

  � Create and email their online LookBook as a reference guide for the 

         video shoot.

Return all items that client didn’t keep: 1 hr

TOTAL: 7 hours @$150/hour = $1,050

Day of the video shoot

Meet client at site. He/She brings all predetermined outfits from the prior visit as 

well as all hair/makeup from the prior visit. Hourly wage ($150/hr) for time onsite 

with clients during the shoot. 

Editing Revisions                                                 $1,050

  � Every video has up to 2 revisions. Any additional revision will have an extra 

         charge of $150 per revision.

                            



ADD ONS CONT.
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Captioning per Video                 $50

Stylist and Personal Branding                               $1,050

Get client information: 30min - no charge, this is background work.

  � Review social media for current looks/image/starting point.

  � Understand background, education, social status.

  � Learn who their client is/how they want to grow understanding  brand goals.

Meet with the client in their home: 2 hrs

  � Spend time talking about their needs - body insecurities and  specific    
        styling needs. Help keep clients on track with the image and branding   
        envisioned by Armando.

  � Get in their closet and find specific pieces to wear for the video shoot. Using  
        any and all items they may already have.

  � Create these “new outfits” for the shoot. As many as I can pull together 
        using just what is already in the closet. OPTIONS!

  � Photograph every “new outfit” created as a reminder of what to wear for the 
        video shoot.

  � Make a list of what is needed to enhance wardrobe and brand.

Work with client on hair, make-up, skincare, beard, etc: 1 hr

  � Review their makeup and see what they need.

  � Do a full makeup session showing them how to apply.

  � Review their hair styling tools and see what they need.

  � Do a full hair session showing them how to use products.

Shop for the client: 2 hrs

  � Shop for needed items to ensure perfect styling for the video shoot.

  � Shop for needed makeup/hair/nail products.  

Stylist and Personal Branding cont.

Return to the client with all items: 1 hrs

  � Try on all new items ensuring everything fits and works for the  video shoot.

  � Apply new makeup or hair products to show how to use them.

  � Take more photos of newly styled outfits.

  � Create and email their online LookBook as a reference guide for the 

         video shoot.

Return all items that client didn’t keep: 1 hr

TOTAL: 7 hours @$150/hour = $1,050

Day of the video shoot

Meet client at site. He/She brings all predetermined outfits from the prior visit as 

well as all hair/makeup from the prior visit. Hourly wage ($150/hr) for time onsite 

with clients during the shoot. 

Editing Revisions                                                 $1,050

  � Every video has up to 2 revisions. Any additional revision will have an extra 

         charge of $150 per revision.

                            



TESTIMONIALS
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Captioning per Video                 $50

Stylist and Personal Branding                               $1,050

Get client information: 30min - no charge, this is background work.

  � Review social media for current looks/image/starting point.

  � Understand background, education, social status.

  � Learn who their client is/how they want to grow understanding  brand goals.

Meet with the client in their home: 2 hrs

  � Spend time talking about their needs - body insecurities and  specific    
        styling needs. Help keep clients on track with the image and branding   
        envisioned by Armando.

  � Get in their closet and find specific pieces to wear for the video shoot. Using  
        any and all items they may already have.

  � Create these “new outfits” for the shoot. As many as I can pull together 
        using just what is already in the closet. OPTIONS!

  � Photograph every “new outfit” created as a reminder of what to wear for the 
        video shoot.

  � Make a list of what is needed to enhance wardrobe and brand.

Work with client on hair, make-up, skincare, beard, etc: 1 hr

  � Review their makeup and see what they need.

  � Do a full makeup session showing them how to apply.

  � Review their hair styling tools and see what they need.

  � Do a full hair session showing them how to use products.

Shop for the client: 2 hrs

  � Shop for needed items to ensure perfect styling for the video shoot.

  � Shop for needed makeup/hair/nail products.  

“Choosing Leduc Entertainment to do the filming and 
videography of our wedding was one of our best decsions! 

Don't look any further for a videographer! I would highly 
recommend doing  The Feature package since it contains 

two videographers and an extended wedding highlight 
video, which turned out to be incredibly special to us...

seriously worth every penny!”

- A happy client

“Leduc Entertainment are true professionals. Whenever I 
need a professional video, I call them, and they get the job 
done! I am a web designer in New Orleans and have used 

Leduc Entertainment on several occasions. They have never 
let me down!”

- Another Happy Client

Hear What They Say
Stylist and Personal Branding cont.

Return to the client with all items: 1 hrs

  � Try on all new items ensuring everything fits and works for the  video shoot.

  � Apply new makeup or hair products to show how to use them.

  � Take more photos of newly styled outfits.

  � Create and email their online LookBook as a reference guide for the 

         video shoot.

Return all items that client didn’t keep: 1 hr

TOTAL: 7 hours @$150/hour = $1,050

Day of the video shoot

Meet client at site. He/She brings all predetermined outfits from the prior visit as 

well as all hair/makeup from the prior visit. Hourly wage ($150/hr) for time onsite 

with clients during the shoot. 

Editing Revisions                                                 $1,050

  � Every video has up to 2 revisions. Any additional revision will have an extra 

         charge of $150 per revision.

                            



�  (504) 451-3061

�  info@LeducEntertainment.com

�  www.LeducEntertainment.com

CONTACT

START YOUR STORY
CONTACT US TODAY!


